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Abstract

Since its first detection in 2019, the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus

2 (SARS-CoV-2) has been the cause of millions of deaths worldwide. Despite the

development and administration of different vaccines, the situation is still worrisome

as the virus is constantly mutating to produce newer variants some of which are

highly infectious. This raises an urgent requirement to understand the infection

mechanism and thereby design therapeutic-based treatment for COVID-19. The

gateway of the virus to the host cell is mediated by the binding of the receptor bind-

ing domain (RBD) of the virus spike protein to the angiotensin-converting enzyme

2 (ACE2) of the human cell. Therefore, the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 can be used as a tar-

get to design therapeutics. The α1 helix of ACE2, which forms direct contact with the

RBD surface, has been used as a template in the current study to design stapled pep-

tide therapeutics. Using computer simulation, the mechanism and thermodynamics of

the binding of six stapled peptides with RBD have been estimated. Among these, the

one with two lactam stapling agents has shown binding affinity, sufficient to over-

come RBD-ACE2 binding. Analyses of the mechanistic detail reveal that a reorganiza-

tion of amino acids at the RBD-ACE2 interface produces favorable enthalpy of

binding whereas conformational restriction of the free peptide reduces the loss in

entropy to result higher binding affinity. The understanding of the relation of the

nature of the stapling agent with their binding affinity opens up the avenue to

explore stapled peptides as therapeutic against SARS-CoV-2.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The global pandemic caused by COVID-19 has been the cause of

more than 5.5 million deaths as of January 2022 and has massively

affected the global economy.[1] Several respiratory syndromes, pneu-

monia, etc. are caused by the infection of the severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and these are highly conta-

gious in nature.[2,3] Although SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the same coro-

navirus family as MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, etc.[4] the mutations have

made the virus more resistant to neutralizing antibodies.[5] In addition

to that, several new variants of the virus have evolved which can

escape the binding of antibodies, effective against the native form of

the virus. The process of viral infection comprises several stages and

different components of the virus are involved in these stages. In the

very first step, the Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 binds to the human

ACE2 receptor.[6–9] The spike protein has a trimeric structure and

each monomer is formed by several structural domains (Figure 1a).[10]

During the virus attachment stage, the receptor binding domain (RBD)

of one monomer gets activated and attaches to the human ACE2

receptor followed by membrane fusion and internalization of genetic

material.[11–13] A closer look at the RBD-ACE2 complex shows that

the complexation is guided by the interaction of the α1 helix of ACE2
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with the surface residues of the RBD.[14] The complexation eventually

leads to the internalization of the virus and host membrane and the

subsequent transfer of viral genetic material into the host cell. The

attempts made to find the cure for this includes designing vaccines,

antibodies, and drugs that can inhibit the crucial stages of the infec-

tion process. The continuous effort to design suitable inhibitor mole-

cules, which can be, used as drugs to target different proteins of the

virus, for example, the main protease (MP), non-structural proteins

(NSP) domains, receptor-binding domain (RBD), etc. Among these,

RBD has been targeted most of the time because of its direct interac-

tion with the human ACE2 receptor. Unlike the other targets, the

protein–protein interaction interface between ACE2 and RBD is quite

extended and flexible,[15] thereby designing an inhibitor is

challenging.[16]

The two most widely used classes of inhibitors are small mole-

cules and peptides.[17,18] Due to the extended shape of the binding

pocket, small molecule inhibitors often lack specificity against wider

binding pockets like that of RBD.[19] Rather a peptide inhibitor is more

suitable to target such kind of interfaces.[20] There are few efforts to

design peptide inhibitors against RBD. The basic working principle is

to design a peptide that can mimic the binding mode of ACE2 with

RBD. The simplest possible solution is to use the alpha helix of ACE2,

which binds to RBD as a potential inhibitor. However, the wildtype α1

helix of ACE2 has been reported to lack proper binding with RBD in

previous studies.[21] This has led to a modification of the wild-type

peptide yielding new peptides. These modifications mainly include

mutation of some nonessential amino acids, use of crosslinkers to

enhance binding affinity. Amino acids at suitable positions along the

peptide backbone can be replaced with a specific functional group,

which can be further crosslinked to generate stapled peptides.[22,23]

Stapled peptides have shown promising results to inhibit different

protein–protein interactions. By altering the length, attachment point,

and chemical nature of the stapling agents, the design of stapled pep-

tides can be tuned to achieve desirable affinity and target specific-

ity.[18,24,25] Few experimental and computational reports have

checked the stability of stapled ACE2 and their binding with

RBD.[21,26,27] However, a rationale to combine stapling agents chemi-

cal nature and length with their binding affinity is still lacking which is

crucial for the future design of stapled peptides.

In the current work, we have considered aliphatic and lactam sta-

pling agents and used a combination of them to design four stapled

peptides. Binding free energy calculation from extensive molecular

dynamics simulation for the binding of stapled and unstapled peptides

reveals that the binding is guided by both gain in enthalpic interaction

and loss in entropic penalty. The staple ACE2 peptide, with two

i � i + 4 lactam staples, is found to exhibit the most favorable

binding.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Computational design of peptide inhibitor

The structure of RBD bound to the α1 helical domain of ACE2 is

modeled starting from the complex of SARS-CoV-2 RBD and full-

length human ACE2 (PDB ID: 6M0J).[7] In the structure, the length of

the α1 helix of ACE2 is about ~30 residue (~21–56). The residues of

α1 helix of ACE2 which interact favorably with RBD binding pocket

F IGURE 1 Modeling of the RBD-ACE2 interaction. (a) The trimeric assembly of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in complex with human ACE2
protein. Out of three spike proteins, two (blue and red surface) have their RBD buried (RBD down) and one (white surface) is with an exposed
RBD (RBD up) conformation which binds at one end of human ACE2 (light green cartoon). (b) ACE2 interacts with amino acids of RBD (white
ribbon) through its α1 helix (green ribbon). (c) The structures and sequences of the truncated α1 and five modified peptides. The amino acids at
positions 28, 32, 36, and 40 are shown in sticks. The details of mutation and attachment of stapling agents are listed in Table 1
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are Gln24, Tyr27, Asp30, Lys31, His34, Glu35, Glu37, Asp38, Tyr41,

and Gln42.[28,29] A careful inspection of the structure shows that the

entire α1 does not interact with RBD, rather the 4–5 residues at the

C-terminal end are not in direct contact with RBD instead interact

with the remaining part of full length ACE2. Therefore, we have con-

sidered a smaller section of the α1 helix as a template to increase the

effectiveness of the peptide. The first 25 residues of α1 is found suffi-

cient to span over the entire binding surface of RBD and it also

accommodates the residues of ACE2 (Gln24, Tyr27, Asp30, Lys31,

His34, Glu35, Glu37, Asp38, Tyr41, Gln42) involved in important

ACE2-RBD interactions. Thus, from the crystal structure, this

25-residue domain (I21EEQAKTFLDKFNHEAEDLFYQSSL45) is chosen

as our starting peptide (termed as ACE2_wt [wild type ACE2] in the

rest of the manuscript) and modified further to design other peptides.

This truncated form of α1 has been found to effectively bind RBD in

some previous studies.[30–33]

In this work, we have used a stapling approach where the side

chains of two amino acids of ACE2_peptide are joined together to

form a stapled peptide.[22,23] and their binding with RBD is investi-

gated. Since α1 of ACE2 binds in helical conformation, the helical pro-

pensity of the designed peptide will be crucial in binding with its

target partner RBD of SARS-CoV-2.[28] Hence, for a large peptide of

25 residues, two i � i + 4 staples will be more useful than a single

i � i + 7 staple in maintaining its helical structure. The stapling posi-

tions are selected based on the conditions that replaced residues

should not be among those residues, which have favorable

interactions with RBD as previously reported[28,29] and the newly

designed peptides should have the proper orientation to gain a stron-

ger binding affinity to RBD.[32] In the ACE2-RBD complex, the ACE2

residues (Gln24, Tyr27, Asp30, Lys31, His34, Glu35, Glu37, Asp38,

Tyr41, and Gln42) having favorable interaction with RBD are present

at the ACE2-RBD contact surface. These important residues were

kept unaltered and residues on the opposite face of the ACE2 α1

helix, those are not directly interacting with RBD were available to

attach a stapling agent. Considering all these above facts, we have

selected our stapling positions by replacing Phe28, Phe32 to form an

i � i + 4 staple and another i � i + 4 staple in the positions of Ala36

and Phe40. Two stapling agents are considered as crosslinkers

between the two pairs of residues one of which is an all-hydrocarbon

staple and the other is a lactam crosslinker. A combination of these

two stapling agents is used to design four stapled peptides. A peptide

with mutations at the aforementioned four positions (F28K, F32E,

A36K, and F40E) is also designed. The details of these peptides and

their complexes with RBD are listed in Table 1.

2.2 | Simulation details

The CHARMM36[34] forcefield parameters are employed to design

the protein-peptide complex and a combination of CHARMM parame-

ters of proteins and small molecules (CGENFF) are used to model the

two stapling agents. For designing an aliphatic crosslinker at targeted i

TABLE 1 Details of the system compositions and simulation lengths for different systems

System identifier Protein Peptide

Simulation

length

1 ACE2_wt — Truncated α1 helix of ACE2 (21 to 45) 3�1μS

2 ACE2_mutant — ACE2_wt with F28K, F32E, A36K, and F40E

mutations

3�1μS

3 ACE2_al-al — ACE2_wt with two i-i + 4 aliphatic staples between

residue pairs 28, 32 and 36, 40

3�1μS

4 ACE2_la-la — ACE2_wt with two i-i + 4 lactam staples between

residue pairs 28, 32 and 36, 40

3�1μS

5 ACE2_al-la — ACE2_wt with one i-i + 4 aliphatic staples between

residue pairs 28, 32 and one lactam staple

between residue pairs 36, 40

3�1μS

6 ACE2_la-al — ACE2_wt with one i-i + 4 lactam staples between

residue pairs 28, 32 and one aliphatic staple

between residue pairs 36, 40

3�1μS

7 RBD SARS-Cov-2 Receptor Binding domain

(Residues 333 to 526)

— 3�1μS

8 RBD + ACE2_wt RBD ACE2_wt 3�1μS

9 RBD + ACE2_mutant RBD ACE2_mutant 3�1μS

10 RBD + ACE2_al-al RBD ACE2_al-al 3�1μS

11 RBD + ACE2_la-la RBD ACE2_la-la 3�1μS

12 RBD + ACE2_al-la RBD ACE2_al-la 3�1μS

13 RBD + ACE2_la-al RBD ACE2_la-al 3�1μS

39 μS
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and i + 4 positions, first, the amino acids are replaced by lysine and then

s-NH2 groups of lysine are replaced by an aliphatic chain having an ole-

finic bond, and end of the two aliphatic side chains are joined together.[35]

For ACE2_mutant, i and i + 4 residues are mutated to lysine (K) and glu-

tamic acid (E) and for lactam crosslinker designing, these mutated residues

are patched together to form a C(O) NH linkage.[27] This strategy has

been successfully used to model stapled peptides in other studies as well.

Taking all these cross-linker designs into account, we have modeled four

stapled versions of ACE2_wt, first one is ACE2 with a double aliphatic

crosslinker (abbreviated as ACE2_al-al) where one staple is at 28–32 resi-

due and another at 36–40 position, the second one is ACE2_wt with dou-

ble lactam crosslinker (abbreviated as ACE2_la-la) where two staples are

at 28–32 and 36–40 positions, the third one is ACE2_wt with one ali-

phatic and one lactam staple (abbreviated as ACE2_al-la) where aliphatic

liker is at 28–32 and lactam linker is at 36–40 and the last one is vice

versa of the previous one that is lactam is at 28–32 and aliphatic is at

36–40 position (abbreviated as ACE2_la-al). Along with all these designed

peptides, 25-mer ACE2 (abbreviated as ACE2_wt) and a mutated version

of ACE2_wt (ACE2_mutant) are considered for a better structural com-

parison and their binding with RBD. All the six peptides are simulated in

the free state and in complex with RBD. In addition, only the RBD is sim-

ulated for the calculation of binding energy following the multiple trajec-

tory approach.

The N-terminal and C-terminal amino acids of RBD and

ACE2-peptides in the free and bound states are capped with acetyl and

amide groups respectively to avoid unwanted interaction of the bare

terminal charges with the rest of the system. Each of the systems is

neutralized by adding the required numbers of K+ and Cl� ions and sol-

vated in a cubic water box made of TIP3P water,[36] where the size of

the box is determined by maintaining a distance of at least 1 nm

between the water box edge and protein/peptide atoms to satisfy the

periodic boundary condition. For the removal of initial steric clashes, a

5000-step energy minimization is performed for each system using the

steepest descent method.[37] Subsequently, a 500 ps equilibration in

the NVT ensemble is performed to equilibrate each system at 310 K to

avoid void formation in the box followed by a 20 ns equilibration at

isothermal- isobaric (NPT) ensemble to attain a steady pressure of

1 atm considering a pressure relaxation of 1 ps. The temperature is kept

constant at 310 K by applying the V–rescale thermostat[38] and the

pressure was maintained to be at 1 atm using Parrinello-Rahman

barostat[39] with a pressure relaxation time of 1 ps, used for the attain-

ment of desired pressure for all simulations. Finally, the production runs

for 1000 ns with a time step of 2 fs are performed. All the simulations

are performed in GROMACS.[40] Short-ranged Lennard-Jones interac-

tions are calculated using the minimum image convention.[41] For esti-

mating nonbonding interactions including electrostatic as well as van

der Waals interactions, a spherical cut-off distance of 1 nm is chosen.

Periodic boundary conditions have been used in all three directions to

remove edge effects. SHAKE algorithm[42] is applied to constrain bonds

involving the hydrogen atoms of the water molecules. Long-range elec-

trostatic interactions are calculated using the particle mesh Ewald

(PME) method.[43] The frames in the trajectory are saved at a frequency

of 2 ps for analyses. To extract different structural properties and for

visualization, in-built modules of GROMACS,[40] VMD,[44] and some in-

house scripts are used.

2.3 | Binding energy calculation

The most popular and comparably less computationally expensive

method MM-GBSA (molecular mechanics with the generalized bond

surface area) is used to calculate the standard free energy of binding

(ΔG). Generally, the binding free energy of a protein–peptide com-

plexation is calculated by subtracting the free energy of both protein

and peptide in their free state from the free energy of the protein-

peptide complex.[45]

ΔG¼Gcomplex,solvated – ΔGprotein,solvatedþΔGpeptide,solvated

� �
, ð1Þ

where ΔGsolvated can be represented as,

ΔGsolvated ¼EgasþΔGsolvation�TSsolute, ð2Þ

which can further can be simplified as -

ΔGsolvated ¼EinternalþEvdwþEelecþEpolar solvation

þEnonpolar solvation�TSsolute: ð3Þ

The first three terms of Equation (3) describe the gas-phase energy

which arises due to molecular motions such as bond vibration, angle

bending, dihedral rotation, etc. and van der Waals and electrostatic

interaction respectively. The fourth and fifth terms represent the solva-

tion free energy calculated considering implicit solvent environments in

two separate parts, that is, polar and non-polar components. The polar

solvation energy is estimated considering generalized born (GB) solvent

model and the nonpolar component is assumed to be proportional to

the solvent accessible surface area (SASA).[30,46] The last term is solute

entropy, where T represents the absolute temperature and S is the

entropy of the solute, whereas the solvation entropy is already included

in solvation energy terms.[47] The solute entropy is calculated by consid-

ering quasi-harmonic approximation.[48] In short, the sum of the first

five terms is considered as enthalpy, H although it includes the solvation

entropy term and simply can be written as,

ΔG¼ΔH�TΔS: ð4Þ

In practice, all the simulations of the free and complex state are

performed in explicit water to get the conformational microstates of

the solute, and then the free energy of solvation of these conforma-

tions are estimated using an implicit environment after the removal of

explicit water molecules. In this work, we have followed multiple tra-

jectory protocols (MTP) and performed three independent simulations

of RBD + ACE2_wt, modified RBD + ACE2_wt systems, RBD and

ACE2, and their mutant and stapled versions. All of the free energy of

solvation and entropy calculation is performed in CHARMM[49] and
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averaged over 50,000 conformations of each system over the last

500 ns of the simulations. The values calculated for the three simula-

tions are summarized in Supporting information tables (Table S1–S19)

and an average of the three simulations is provided in Table 2. Similar

stepwise procedures were followed in an earlier work to successfully

reproduce the favorable binding of stapled p53 peptide with mdm2

compared to wild type p53.[35]

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | The dynamics of the N-terminal loop of RBD
is regulated by ACE2-peptide binding

The binding of ACE2 and RBD is governed by mainly electrostatic

interaction between the residues of the binding pocket of RBD and

the α1 helix of ACE2. To compare the structural changes in RBD

induced by ACE2_wt peptide and other designed peptides, the root

mean square fluctuations of the residues of RBD were calculated. The

RMSFs of the amino acids of RBD in the presence of different pep-

tides and the absence of them are plotted in Figure 2. The fluctuations

in different regions of RBD vary when different peptides interact with

the binding pocket residues. Maximum fluctuation is observed in the

residue range 470–490, which belongs to the loop region close to the

ACE2 binding pocket of RBD. Higher fluctuation of this loop at the

interface of RBD and ACE2 have been reported in a previous

study.[50] The higher fluctuations in that region in the presence of

peptides are reflections of the direct interaction of the loop residues

with the peptides. The interaction of the loop residues with ACE2

peptides was quantified by using a contact map between the residues

of the two regions (Figure S1). From the plot, it is clear that there is a

significant enhancement of the contacts between the two structural

regions when the ACE2-peptide is modified by mutation or by adding

stapling agents. Since the stapling agents modify the peptide

conformations, the interaction of ACE2-peptides with the binding

pocket residues of RBD will also be altered. A qualitative description

of that has been provided as a representative snapshot of the three

ACE2-peptides in Figure 3.

The ACE2 peptide is stabilized on the binding pocket of RBD mainly

by polar interaction between the amino acids (Glu23, Asp30, His34,

Glu37, Tyr41) of RBD facing side of ACE2 peptide and the amino acids

(Tyr473, Lys 417, Tyr453, Arg403 and Tyr505) at the surface of RBD.

The interacting amino acids of ACE2_wt and RBD are shown in

Figure 3a. The interacting residues get reorganized and that modifies the

interaction between the peptide and RBD upon introduction of stapling

agents. The extent of this alteration is different in the presence of differ-

ent kinds of stapling agents. For example, the interactions are slightly

modified between RBD and ACE2_al-al (Figure 3b) whereas there is a

significant change in the peptide conformation in RBD + ACE2_la-la and

that involves more RBD residues in interaction (Figure 3c).

The structural rearrangements in both ACE2-peptide and RBD

will impact the ACE2-peptide-RBD binding process and this can be

quantified by calculating their binding free energies. The binding free

energy is calculated using MMGBSA protocol as it is found to be a

considerably accurate yet computationally less expensive method for

binding energy estimation.[35,51,52]

3.2 | Binding is governed by both enthalpy and
entropy

The binding free energies are estimated for RBD bound to six

ACE2-peptides. The average binding free energy was quantified con-

sidering both enthalpy and entropy. The enthalpy was calculated using

the MMGBSA protocol, a formalism used to find the solvation energy

using a continuum model of implicit solvent. The conformational

entropy is estimated considering quasi-harmonic approximation on

the ensemble of conformations. These values are calculated over the

F IGURE 2 Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of the receptor-binding domain (RBD) in a bound state with different designed peptides.
RBD in apo state is shown on the right in white ribbon. The regions with higher fluctuation in the RMSF plot are marked in cyan
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last 500 ns of 1 μs trajectory and further averaged over the three

independent simulations for each system. The results are summarized

in Table 2.

From the binding energy values, it is clear that most of the ACE2

peptides with the stapling agent or with mutation show favorable

binding affinity to RBD of SARS-CoV-2. Out of six ACE2 peptides and

their stapled versions, ACE2 with lactam double crosslinker (ACE2_la-

la) shows the best binding affinity value (~�46 kcal/mol). A direct

comparison of the binding energy values with the experimental

binding energy is not possible as that is not available for a peptide

with the exact same sequence. However, a 30-residue peptide

derived from ACE2 (TIEEQAKTFLDKFNHEAEDLFYQSSLASWN)

has shown a binding affinity of �5.71 kcal/mol and a stapled version

of it with two aliphatic staples has affinity of �7.81 kcal/mol.[21] A

comparison of the binding of another ACE2-α1-derived peptide

(IEEQAKTFLDKFNHEAEDLFYQSSLASWNYNTNIT) and its variant

with one lactam staple has shown significantly improved binding for

the stapled one.[27] Although a quantitative comparison of the

F IGURE 3 Residue level interaction between receptor binding domain (RBD) (white ribbon) and (a) 25-mer ACE2_wt, (b) ACE2 with double
aliphatic crosslinker (ACE2_al-al) and (c) ACE2 with double lactam crosslinker (ACE2_la-la)
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experimental binding energy and that calculated from this study is not

possible, the relative binding affinity of an unstapled and stapled pep-

tide with RBD calculated here agrees well with the experimental find-

ings. A comparison of both enthalpy and entropy values for different

peptides reveals that the stapling agents not only reduce the entropic

cost of complexation but also enhance the enthalpy of binding. Inter-

estingly, both enthalpy and entropy contribute to the binding energy

value as for enthalpy, polar interactions play a very important role

whereas conformational flexibility of peptide both in free state and

complex bound state contributes to the entropy.

By mutating some hydrophobic and non-interacting residues of

ACE2_wt with polar residues such as lysine and glutamic acid, a

sharp increase in the value of polar solvation energy is noticed for

RBD + ACE2_mutant system. Since, for RBD + ACE2_la-la these

mutated polar residues are patched together to form lactam

crosslinker, additional protein-peptide and peptide-solvent polar

interactions are developed which is reflected in their electrostatic

and polar solvation energy values. In addition, this effect is observed in

other peptides designed with lactam groups such as RBD + ACE2_la-al

but not in the case of RBD + ACE2_al-la. Exceptionally, in the case of

RBD + ACE2_al-al, despite using a hydrophobic chain as a crosslinker,

polar interactions have developed. Generally, electrostatic and polar

solvation energies are complementary to each other i. e. if there is a

gain in the electrostatic energy upon binding it is usually associated

with a loss in the polar solvation energy because the protein-solvent

polar interactions for the residues forming the binding interface are

replaced by the protein–protein electrostatic interactions. However,

due to the replacement of polar residues as a stapling agent, both

the values increase simultaneously and result in a favorable enthalpy

value. In addition to this, there is also a 15 to 17 kcal/mol increasing

van der Waals energy particularly for RBD + ACE2_al-al and

RBD + ACE2_la-la, which eventually contribute to the enthalpy

value. All these changes in the enthalpy and entropy values can be

correlated with the molecular level protein-peptide interaction and

conformational switching from the free to a bound state of the

peptides. These two have been quantified in detail in the following

sections.

3.3 | Stapling induces polar amino acid-mediated
interaction

A sum of electrostatic and van der Waals interaction energies of each

amino acid of ACE2-peptides with the RBD residues has been calcu-

lated and plotted in Figure 4. For all of the modified peptides, there is

a net increase in interaction energy value compared to that in the

RBD + ACE2_wt. Interestingly, the addition of stapling agents to posi-

tions 28, 32, 36, and 40 enhances the interaction energy of residues

facing the binding pocket of RBD, mainly Glu23, Asp30, and Glu37

(Figure 4a). These aspartates and glutamates with acidic side chains

are well known to form several polar interactions with other amino

acids containing polar side chains. The most common interaction is

formation of a salt bridge interaction with amino acids having posi-

tively charged side chains i. e. Arginine and Lysine. RBD contains few

such residues in its binding pocket, for example, Arg403, Lys417, and

Lys458. The distances between the residue pairs forming effective

salt-bridge interaction are plotted throughout the simulation for dif-

ferent systems (Figure 4c). A typical salt bridge interaction is formed

when the distance between any of the oxygen atoms (O) of an acidic

amino acid side chain from the nitrogen (N) of any basic amino acid side

chain is less than 0.4 nm.[53] For the RBD + ACE2_wt system, the dis-

tances for salt bridges Lys31-Glu484, Asp38-Lys403, and

Gly37-Lys417 are found to be greater than 0.4 nm during the simula-

tion (Figure 4c). However, the residue pair Asp30-Lys417 are found to

be in a favorable distance to form stable salt bridge interaction. Inter-

estingly in the RBD-stapled ACE2-peptide complexes, some of these

residue pairs satisfy the distance criteria and form stable salt-bridges

interaction (Figure 4c). For example, Glu23 and Lys485 form strong salt

bridges in RBD + ACE2_mutant and RBD + ACE2_al-la system

whereas Asp30 and Lys417 are at a favorable distance for salt bridge

interaction in RBD + ACE2_al-al and RBD + ACE2_al-la systems.

In addition to these salt-bridges, several new hydrogen-bonded

interactions have been developed between RBD and modified ACE2

peptides (Figure 4d). The occupancies of the significant hydrogen

bonds are shown in the plot and the corresponding molecular level

pictures showing these interactions are presented in Figure S2. Both

TABLE 2 Components of binding free energy of RBD-ACE2-peptide binding

Energy components

RBD +

ACE2_wt

RBD +

ACE2_mutant

RBD +

ACE2_al-al

RBD +

ACE2_la-la

RBD +

ACE2_al-la

RBD +

ACE2_la-al

ΔEElec �273.05 �272.86 �294.54 �285.80 �215.85 �349.18

ΔEvdw �30.74 �38.03 �45.65 �47.43 �30.50 �41.44

ΔEinternal 19.77 �0.98 �0.36 �0.57 �2.23 3.05

ΔEsolv(polar) 245.30 262.66 288.16 272.07 209.51 336.51

ΔEsolv(non�polar) �1.60 �2.28 �2.89 �3.25 �1.89 �2.65

ΔEElec+solv(polar) �27.75 �10.20 �6.38 �13.73 �6.34 �12.67

ΔH �40.31 �51.50 �55.28 �64.98 �40.96 �53.72

�TΔS 21.97 27.83 28.67 19.08 6.08 31.74

ΔG �18.34 �23.67 �26.61 �45.90 �34.88 �21.98

Note: All energy values are in kcal/mol.
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these two types of polar interactions have contributed to the

improved enthalpic component of the binding energies. Some of the

residues involved in important interactions have been found to be

crucial for RBD-ACE2 binding and their mutation has influenced the

RBD-ACE2 binding.[54] The involvement of many of these residues

has been reported in previous studies as well. For example, Asp30,

Lys31, and Asp38 have been shown to be involved in hydrogen-

bonded interaction with the residues of RBD by Sitthiyotha et al.[32]

Similarly, the salt bridge pairs found in our study, Lys31-E484,

E30-Lys417, and Asp38-Arg403 have been reported to play a crucial

in the interaction of some designed ACE2 peptides with RBD.[26]

3.4 | Conformational restriction by stapling agent
contributes to entropic stabilization

The changes in entropy in the process of complex formation by com-

bining two moieties depends on their entropy in the free and bound

F IGURE 4 RBD-ACE2 interactions: (a) the average interaction energy (as a sum of electrostatic and van der Waals energy) of each ACE2-peptide
residue with the binding pocket residues of RBD. The residues mutated or replaced by stapling agents are shown in red in the ACE2 sequence.
(b) The amino acids of ACE2 (green transparent ribbon) and RBD (white ribbon) involved in salt-bridge interaction are shown in stick representation.
The carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms are colored green, blue, and red respectively. The residue pairs forming effective salt-bridge interaction are
listed in the box on right. (c) the distances (dN O) between any of the oxygen atoms of Glu/Asp with the nitrogen atom of respective Lys/Arg for the
salt-bridge pairs listed in (B) are plotted for different systems. The horizontal black dotted line at dN O = 0.4 nm represents the cutoff for effective
salt-bridge formation. (d) the populations of hydrogen bonds formed between ACE2 and RBD residues are shown for different systems. The
population is calculated as the percentage of simulation time the pairs form a successful hydrogen bond
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state. In the biomolecular complexation process like the one studied

here, this entropy is usually the conformational entropy and is directly

related to their conformational fluctuation. Since peptides are more

flexible in their free state compared to in-complex with protein, the

entropy change due to protein-peptide binding is usually negative.

Stapled peptides are known to reduce this entropic penalty by induc-

ing conformational restriction to the free peptide.[35] The fluctuations

of the peptides in their free and the RBD-bound state have been com-

pared by calculating two properties, root mean square fluctuation

(RMSF) of peptide residues and the helical propensity of the peptides.

The RMSFs of the 25-residue peptides are plotted both in their

free state and in their complex with RBD in Figure S3. From the

values of RMSF it is evident that the fluctuation gets reduced in the

complexed state (Figure S3B) compared to their free state

(Figure S3A). In the free state, the introduction of two lactam staples

(ACE2_la-la) reduces the fluctuation quite significantly. For other

stapling agents also, there are considerable decreases in RMSF

values compared to ACE2_wt except for ACE2_al-al and

ACE2_mutant which shows higher RMSF especially towards the C-

terminal end of the peptide (residues 32–45) (Figure S3A). In the

RBD-bound state, all of the modified peptides show reduced RMSF

compared to RBD + ACE2_wt representing a favorable binding in

the RBD binding pocket. The only exception is the system where the

aliphatic stapling agent was added (RBD + ACE2_al-al) which shows

higher fluctuation even in the complexed state. Although these com-

parisons provide an understanding of the relative stability of the

peptides in the free and RBD-bound state, the fluctuations of the

same peptide in the free and RBD-bound state have to be compared

to find the difference in fluctuation which can be accounted for the

entropy of binding. This comparison for each peptide is presented in

Figure 5.

If there is a considerable overlap between the RMSF of the resi-

dues of ACE2-peptide in the free and RBD bound state that will

require less conformational reorientation during binding hence the

process will be associated with a smaller decrease in entropy. The two

plots (free and complexed) deviate significantly for ACE2_mutant

(Figure 5b) and ACE2_al-al (Figure 5c) compared to that in ACE2_wt

(Figure 5a). This leads to an increase in the entropic penalty to ~28

and ~29 kcal/mol compared to ~22 kcal/mol for ACE2_wt (Table 2).

Since the overlap has improved in the case of ACE2_la-la (Figure 5d)

and ACE2_al-la (Figure 5f) from ACE2_wt, the associated change in

entropy has been reduced to ~19 and ~6 kcal/mol, respectively.

The ACE2 peptide forms complex with RBD in a helical conforma-

tion to fit into the binding pocket and also to maximize polar interac-

tions with the RBD residues. Therefore, the helical propensity of the

peptides will also play a key role in determining the binding thermody-

namics. The helical fraction of peptide is calculated using a formula

implemented in PLUMED.[55] First the number of six residue α-helical

stretches (S) in peptide is calculated using formula[56]:

S¼
X

α
n RMSD Rif gi∊Ωα, R0

n o� �h i
, ð5Þ

n RMSDð Þ¼ 1� RMSD
0:1

� �8

1� RMSD
0:1

� �12 , ð6Þ

where, Rif gi∊Ωα
is the coordinate of the set Ωα representing six-

residue peptide stretch and {R0} is the same for an ideal α- helix.

F IGURE 5 Comparison of RMSF values of wild-type ACE2 and stapled peptides in the free and RBD-bound states
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Finally the fH is obtained by dividing S by maximum no of possible six-

residue-helical stretches in peptide, Smax.

fH ¼ S
Smax

, ð7Þ

The time evolution of this helical fraction is calculated for differ-

ent peptides in both free state and bound states with RBD and repre-

sented in Figure 6.

The helical fraction is plotted for all the peptides throughout the

1000 ns simulation in both free and RBD-bound states (Figure S4).

The helicity of the free peptides decreases after ~500 ns for the

majority of the peptides although the extent varies depending on the

stapling agent (Figure S4A). The partial unfolding of the ACE2_wt has

been observed by Das et al. in a recent experimental study.[57] The

peptide with double lactam staple (ACE2_la-la) is capable of

maintaining maximum helicity (fH ~ 1.0) most of the time. For the

ACE2_mutant system, the helicity is reduced to ~50% leading to the

partial unfolding of the peptide. The ACE2_al-al and ACE2_la-al are

also stabilized in a conformation with ~60% helicity. However, the

ACE_wt and ACE2_al-la maintain their helicity at around 75%. In the

complex with RBD, most of the peptides maintain a higher degree of

helicity (more than ~70%) in the confinement of RBD binding pocket

throughout 1000 ns except RBD + ACE2_al-al (Figure S4B). Similar to

RMSF, a comparison of the helical fractions of the peptides in the

uncomplexed state and in complex with RBD will provide a better

understanding of conformational switching upon binding. The fH for

each peptide in their apo and complexed states are plotted together

in Figure 6.

From the plot of helical fraction, it is clear that fH of unstapled pep-

tides decreases at earlier stages of the simulation. For example, for

ACE2_wt, it is dropped at 200 ns and then it fluctuates throughout the

simulation whereas, for ACE2_mutant, it decreases after 400 ns and

peptide remains in a coiled conformation later on. Then, by adding

lactam crosslinker as a stapling agent, the helical fraction of ACE2_la-la

is maintained around 0.8–0.9 throughout the simulation but in the case

of aliphatic crosslinker, despite a stapling agent, helicity gets reduced

after 400 ns. This exceptional behavior of ACE2_al-al could be

explained based on the chemical nature of the stapling agent of the

hydrophobic aliphatic chain and also it supported by large fluctuation in

their RMSF values (Figure 5). Similarly, for ACE2_al-la and ACE2_la-al,

the helical fraction is maintained with a slight decrease in value during

the simulation. Overall, lactam crosslinker is proved to be a good binder

in maintaining the helicity of a long 25-mer ACE2 peptide.

Furthermore, change in entropy of stapled designed peptides

from complex to free state increases in comparison to hACE2_wt due

to conformational restriction and rigidity of peptides by adding sta-

pling agents both in the free and complex states. This is observed in

the residue level fluctuation (RMSF) (Figure 5) and helicity (Figure 6)

of peptides. Also, a helical conformation of peptide is more suitable

for binding with its target partner. Therefore, a comparison of helicity

of peptide in the free state and the bound state with RBD will give an

idea of energy associated with conformational transition required for

peptide to bind with RBD.

For ACE2_la-la, there is a great overlap of helicity values for

ACE2_la-la and its bound state, thus the transition from unbound

state to bound state will require less amount of energy whereas, for

the mutant system, they are quite apart. While considering the rest of

F IGURE 6 Comparison of time evolution of the helical fraction (fH) of all ACE2 peptide variants in their free state (represented by their
respective color codes same as in figure 5) and in complex with the receptor-binding domain (RBD) the helical fraction of the RBD-bound state is
shown in gray in all the plots
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the systems, there is slight overlap of helical fraction between free

and complex states even though their helicity decreases during the

simulation. Considering all these facts, ACE2_la-la is found to be a

good binder with the RBD of SARS-CoV-2.

4 | DISCUSSION

Since the emergence of the global pandemic, there have been several

attempts to design vaccines, antibodies, to combat viral attacks.

Alongside that, several efforts have been employed to design small

molecule inhibitors which include both repurposing of clinically

approved drugs or designing novel therapeutics.[16,58–63] At the same

time, we have found the virus to mutate continuously to produce a

large number of its variants, some of which are found to be many

times infectious than the original virus.[64–66] In this circumstance, it is

important to understand the infection mechanism with structural

detail and use that knowledge to design a more potent inhibitor. The

strategy of designing peptide inhibitors takes the advantage of using

some native protein–protein interactions responsible for the disease

progression and use an effective shorter version of one of the part-

ners involved in the PPI with modifications that can enhance the bind-

ing affinity. In the present work, we have considered the interaction

of spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 with human ACE2 receptor and

designed some peptide inhibitors which can effectively bind to the

receptor-binding domain of SARS-CoV-2 to inhibit them from binding

to ACE2. The human ACE2 effectively interacts with the viral RBD

through its α1 helix, more precisely the residue ranging from 21 to 45.

This 25-residue domain has been considered as the starting structure

(termed as ACE2_wt) and further modified to design a series of sta-

pled peptides. A combination of two stapling agents (a hydrocarbon

and a lactam stapling agent) has been used to design four stapled vari-

ants (Table 1). A detailed analyses of their binding mechanism to RBD

in terms of different structural parameters and binding thermodynam-

ics have revealed that the peptide with two lactam crosslinkers

(ACE2_la-la) is the most effective inhibitor. The protein-peptide bind-

ing free energy is a sum of enthalpic and entropic components. The

value of binding free energy provides a quantitative estimation of the

energetic gain when the protein and the peptide combine to form a

complex instead of being in their free state separately. Therefore, a

proper understanding of the binding mechanism in terms of binding

free energy requires consideration of the ensemble of conformations

of RBD and the ACE2-peptides in the free and bound state. There is a

lack of these details in many protein-peptide binding energy estima-

tion studies including the few that consider SRS-CoV-2-ACE2 binding.

For example, the estimated free energies for some variants of

ACE2-peptide by de Campos et al. are in the range of �75 to

�90 kcal/mol.[26] In their study they have not considered separate

simulations for ACE2 and RBD and also the calculation of entropy is

ignored. Similarly, Sitthiyota et al. have found MM-GBSA binding

energy for some 25-residue ACE2-peptides with RBD to be in the

range �50 to �70 kcal/mol which does not include entropy of bind-

ing.[32] Unlike those studies, we have considered separate simulations

for both ACE2-peptides and RBD along with their complexes and

entropy of binding has also been calculated. The outcome is a consid-

erable range of binding free energy (�15 to �45 kcal/mol) and the

change in enthalpy and entropy can be correlated with structural

modifications in the peptides. Although there are studies that have

measured the binding affinity of the ACE2 peptide and some of its

modified forms to RBD, none of them have considered the exact same

length of the peptide or the stapling agents. However, the relative

order of affinity of an ACE2 peptide of different length and its stapled

variant with two aliphatic stapling agents to RBD from an experimen-

tal measurement[21] and the same order of binding energy from the

present simulation show reasonable agreement. The dynamics of the

truncated α1 helix of ACE2 (ACE2_wt) at the binding pocket of RBD

shows that the peptide does not bind in a fixed and stable orientation

to the binding pocket, rather it undergoes large reorientation to

explore different conformations (Video S1). During this process, it

undergoes partial unfolding towards the C-terminal and N-terminal

ends. The introduction of stapling agents to positions 28, 32, 36, and

40 improves the binding considerably. In the case of ACE2_al-al, the

fluctuation of the N-terminal end of the peptide (21–30) has signifi-

cantly decreased compared to ACE2_wt though the C-terminal end

(30–45) shows deviation from strong association with RBD surface

(Video S2). This has been reflected in the RMSF (Figure 5c) and frac-

tion of helicity (Figure 6c) as well. Changing the stapling agent from

aliphatic to lactam has further reduced this fluctuation (Figures 5d and

6d) and the ACE2_la-la anchors very well on the surface of RBD

(Video S3). This differences in the dynamics of the ACE2_peptides in

complex with RBD and their associations with binding pocket residues

of RBD have been reflected in the binding free energies which follow

the order: ΔGRBD�ACE2_la�la < ΔGRBD�ACE2_al�al < ΔGRBD�ACE2_wt

(Table 2). A deconvolution of the free energies into enthalpy and

entropy reveals that the binding is guided by changes in both enthalpy

(ΔH) and entropy (ΔS). Both ACE2_al-al and ACE2_la-la have

improved ΔH (�51.5 and �55.28 kcal/mol, respectively) than

ACE2_wt (�40.31 kcal/mol). This enhancement in ΔH arises from the

increase in salt-bridge interaction and hydrogen-bonded interaction of

the polar amino acids of ACE2_al-al and ACE2_la-la with the amino

acids at the RBD surface (Figure 4). A higher value of �TΔS indicates

higher entropic penalty which disfavors the binding. A comparison of

�TΔS of binding of ACE2_la-la (19.08 kcal/mol) to RBD compared to

RBD-ACE2_wt (21.97 kcal/mol) and RBD-ACE2_mutant (27.83 kcal/

mol) shows that introduction of a crosslinker by replacing hydrophobic

residues (F28, F32, A36, and F40) or just simple lactamization of two

Lys-Glu pairs reduces the entropic penalty. The reduction in the fluc-

tuation of the free peptide and thereby a conformational similarity

between the peptides in unbound and RBD-bound states has been

reflected in the overlaps between RMSFs and fractions of helicity.

The plots of RMSF and helical fraction of free and RBD-bound state

together for different peptides shows considerable overlap between

them for ACE2_la-la (Figures 5d and 6d) while they differ significantly

for ACE2_wt (Figures 5a and 6a) and ACE2_mutant (Figures 5b and

6b). The impact of these overlaps has been reflected in the �TΔS

values (Table 2).
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5 | CONCLUSION

Employing computational modeling and molecular dynamics simula-

tion, we have developed an approach to design stapled peptide inhibi-

tors derived from human ACE2 against the receptor-binding domain

(RBD) of SARS-CoV-2. These peptides are designed to improve the

binding affinity by forming new interactions with RBD in addition to

the native RBD-ACE2 interactions. Starting from a 25-residue domain

of the α1 helix of ACE2, a series of mutated and stapled ACE2 pep-

tides have been designed using a combination of aliphatic and lactam

stapling agents. From the estimation of binding free energy, the ACE2

peptide with two lactam staples connected in the positions 28, 32, 36,

and 40 is found to be the most promising one. The benefit of using a

lactam stapling agent is twofold. In the presence of the stapling

agents, the RBD-ACE2 interactions get reorganized to enhance salt-

bridge and hydrogen-bonded interactions which contribute to a more

negative change in the enthalpy of binding. In addition to that, the sta-

pling agents restrict the conformational flexibility of the free peptide

and thereby reduce the change in entropy on going from a free to an

RBD-bound state. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study

where the binding thermodynamics of RBD-ACE2 interaction have

been fine-tuned by modulating the nature of the stapling agent to

design a promising stapled peptide inhibitor against SARS-CoV-2. We

believe that with experimental validation of the preferential binding of

the designed peptide, this study will pioneer the rational designing of

suitable inhibitors to combat the infection by SARS-CoV-2.
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